
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2019 VINTAGE 
 

Score : 88/100 – Burghound – 2021  
 

Score : 14.5/20 – Bourgogne Aujourd’hui – Aug. Sept. 2020  
 

2018 VINTAGE  
 

Score : 15/20 – Bourgogne Aujourd’hui – April. May 2021  
 

Score : 88/100 – Burghound  – Apr. 2020   
 

2017 VINTAGE 
 

Score : 90/100 – Wine Spectator – May. 31, 2019 
 

Score : 87/100 – Burgound – Apr. 2019 
 

Score : 15/20 –The Burgundy Briefing – Jun. Aug. Nov. 2018 
 

2016 VINTAGE  
 

Score : 13.5-14/20 – La Revue du Vin de France – Jun. 2017  
 

2015 VINTAGE  

 

MARSANNAY  



 
Score: 91/100 – James Suckling – Feb. 2018 

 
Score: 90/100 – Wine Spectator – Oct. 15-31, 2017  

 
“ This too evidence a lovely freshness to the ripe plum, cassis and violet- 

scented nose. The succulent rich and punchy medium weight flavors once again 
possess fine volume before culminating in a rustic and slighlty chewy finish as the 
tannins are quite firm though not hard. This will need at least a few years. 2022+” 

Score: 88/100 – Burghound – Apr. 2017 
 

      2014 VINTAGE 
 

«  Rich, with an underpinning of stone, featuring black cherry, blackberry and 
light spice flavors. Fresh and long, showing fine balance. Drink now through 2024. » 

Score 90/100 - Wine Spectator – Oct. 2017 
  

Score : 15/20 – La Revue du Vin de France – N 610 - 2017  
 

Score: 15/20- Le Guide des Meilleurs Vins de France - 2017 
 

“Mint, graphite and cherry notes combine in this silky red. Firms up as the 
succulent fruit remains saturated and   resonant on the long finish. Best from 2018  

through 2029. “ 
Score: 91/100 – Wine Spectator – May. 31, 2017 

 
“This house from Beaune, based in one of the Bastions of the rampart has 

developed a true expertise in Marsannay. It clearly reveals the high quality level of 
the vineyards and the precision displayed by Jean Pierre Confuron's vinifications. A 

racy Marsannay elegant and easy to understand even if the price is quite high in the 
segment." Karine Valentin  - Cuisine et vins de France – Feb. Mar. 2016  

 
2013 VINTAGE 

 
Score : 16/20 - Guide des vins Bettane + Desseauve - 2016 

 
Score : 13.5/20 - La Revue du vin de France - Les Meilleurs vins de France 

2016 - 20ème édition 
 

"Lactic and creamy fruit. Intense with a ripe character. Mouth coating tannins 
but without any harshness."  La Revue du Vin de France – Jun. 2014  

 
2012 VINTAGE 

 
“Pinot Noir from Côte de Nuits, aged in oak barrel, intense aromas of dark 

fruits, blackcurrant, blueberry, burlat cherry with soft spiced flavours. Generous, 



complex and subtle. With roasted poultry or a regional cheese such as Epoisse or  
Langres. Around 2020.” Direct Matin – Mar. 4, 2015 - Alain Marty 

 
"Chanson, established in Burgundy for more than 250 years and known for its 

45 ha vineyard classified in Premiers Crus and Grands Crus, spread over the most 
beautiful terroirs of Côte de Beaune and also widely presents over the great 

appellations of Côte de Nuits as the septentrional one: Marsannay.  Chanson looked 
for the most typical red terroirs with varied soils from middle Jurassic and composed 

of crinoidal limestone.  The structure is particularly adapted to Pinot Noir. Among 
the vines, mainly selected in Marsannay, we can find localities such as “Es chezot', 
'recilles', 'les étales', 'le village', 'En la verde'. Chanson implemented all its expert 

assessment to give back the subtle combination of nobility and rusticity of the 
Marsannay appellation. A very special care has been taken towards vinification:  

careful selection of grapes, long and accurate maceration, maturing in oak barrels 
during 15 months, with a 30% share of new barrels. Despite the disrupted weather in 

2012 which drove mad winemakers, and historical low yields in all appellations in 
Burgundy, the know-how of Chanson allowed restoring the specific features and the 
originality of this terroir. The Marsannay from Chanson, with a beautiful and intense 

grenat color, opens up with intense black fruit aromas (blueberry, blackcurrant, 
burlat cherry). Crispiness and fruit end up in a subtle and enhanced combination 

with a beautiful generosity. The tannin structure proves to be nicely coated on a long 
and complex palate. " La Revue Vinicole Internationale – Jan. Feb. 2015 

 
“A juicy fruit goes then along with Pinot Noir, shaped with talent upon the 

terroirs and the appellations. For instance, this straight Marsannay, selected from 
the best plots of the appellation. An attentive vinification and a long and meticulous 

maturing allowed to obtain the best of a capricious vintage which frightened 
winemakers. Its grenat color with purple tints will seduce you. Richly fruited, typical 
of the variety, the nose “pinote” on demand, offering an open and refined set where 

the tart red fruit jelly meets harmoniously vanilla. Supple on the attack, the palate 
proves to be well-structured. The greed of fruit goes along with a good structure: a 

“four seasons” wine. Elegance with firmness, this gives the axis. Its fruit and its flesh 
will unite around a roast duck with cherries. A beautiful juicy piece of beef (such as a 

rib steak with a wine sauce flavoured) will join its texture. Deer meat with 
blackcurrant or a stewed ham. To serve around 17°C, no hurry, keep it safe 3-4 years 

more.” Thuriès Gastronomie Magazine – Jul. Aug. 2014 
 

"Nice expression of a very young Pinot Noir, proudly displaying with no 
restraint ripe red fruits aromas, flirting with wild fragrances,  noble and liquoriced 
plants. The palate is round and juicy, missing an ounce of power though. To taste 

around 12-13° to let the alcohol come up and enjoy its bright fruit." Zepros Metiers 
Restauration – Jul – Aug. 2014 

 
"A high quality wine. Chanson based in Burgundy for over 250 years with its 

famous 45 hectares domaine of Premiers Crus and Grands Crus located in some of 
the best climats in the Côte de Beaune is also present in the major appellatins of  the 
Côte de Nuits and especially in Marsannay, the appellation located at the northern 



extremity of Côte de Nuits.  Beautiful intense garnet color, intense aromas of black 
fruits (blueberry, cassis, burlat). On the palate, crisp and fruity, with a beautiful fruit 

combination, generous.  Mouth coating tannins which gives way to a long and 
complex aftertaste."  Centre Presse – Apr. 23,  2014 

 
"Established since more two century in Burgundy, Chanson is now owned by 

Champagne Bollinger. Made from areas with various soil structures of Marsannay, 
this wine is complex, aged partially in new oak afer a long maceration. Deep colour, 
an array of aromas :  blackcurrant, blueberry, cherry. Crunchy with soft tannins, a 

generous pinot with a long finish."   Homme Deluxe – Jul. Sep. 2014 
 

"A touch of oak, yet a ripe grape. This wine is the true example of full bunch 
fermentation true to the Chanson style. Very refreshing finish." Success,  La Revue du 

Vin de France – Jun. 2013 
 

2011 VINTAGE 
 

"Marsannay of this Beaune's famous wine house was partially aged in oak 
barrels is fresh and lovely, nose of black currant, raspberry and cherry. The fruit is 
still present in the mouth, while the wood appears only in the final through some 

roasted notes. Already silky tannins will lead this bottle matur in 2014 with a noisette 
de chevreuil or a creamy brie for example. we can keep it for two or three years." Le 

Guide Hachette des Vins - 2014 
 

"A dark-hued wine, it's richly fruity with spice and wood flavors. It is ripe, full 
in the mouth, offering solid tannins as well as attractice acidity. It's suited for 

medium-term aging, so drink from 2016."  
Score : 89/100 Wine enthusiast – Sep. 2014 

 
"Wine aged partially in casks by this famous winery based in Beaune. This 

Marsannay is fresh and lovely with aromas of blackcurrant raspberry and cherry. The 
fruit is still very present on the palate and the oak touch stays in the background 
showing off toasty notes. The tannins are already showing a silky character which 

makes this wine ready to drink in 2014 especially with a "noisette de chevreuil" or a 
creamy brie for example. Otherwise you can keep it for 2 or 3 years."    

Score : *  Le Guide Hachette des Vins - 2014 
 

"A beautiful dark colour. Mild spicy aromas. A soft wine with a good fruit 
combination. The tannins are still a little  dry, but this wine is already delicious." 

Régal – Apr. May. 2013 
 

2009 VINTAGE 
 

"Mainly fruity character, full-bodied and harmonious, very distinct and long, 
in full respect of the style of the vintage. " Recommended.  

Score : 15.5/20 Le Guide des Vins de France Bettane + Desseauve – 2012 



 


